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Acting Up and Getting Down: Plays by African-American Texans
by Sandra M. Mayo and Elvin Holt
Z UA380.8 AC84up
Texas Documents Collection

African-Americans in South Texas History
by Bruce A. Glasrud
Z TA475.8 G463af
Texas Documents Collection

African-Americans in Texas: A Lasting Legacy
by the Texas Historical Commission
H2000.8 AF833AM 2010
Texas Documents Collection

African-Americans of Houston
by Ronald E. Goodwin
976.4141 G636af
Main Collection

The Other Great Migration: The Movement of Rural African Americans to Houston, 1900-1941
by Bernadette Pruitt
Z TA475.8 P952ot
Texas Documents Collection

The Battle for the Black Ballot: Smith v. Allwright and the Defeat of the Texas All-White Primary
by Charles L. Zelden
342.7307 Z375b
Main Collection

Behold the People: R.C. Hickman's Photographs of Black Dallas, 1949-1961
by R.C. Hickman
976.42812 H528B OVER-L
Main Collection

As We Lived: Stories by Black Storytellers
by Jakie L. Pruett with Everett B. Cole
305.896073 P952A
Main Collection

A History of Fort Worth in Black & White: 165 Years of African-American Life
by Richard Selcer
Z N745.8 SE48hi

The Bell Rings at Four: A Black Teacher's Chronicle of Change
by Sandra M. Mayo and Elvin Holt
371.1 R561B
Main Collection

Black Dixie: Afro-Texan History and Culture in Houston
by Howard Beeth
Z TA475.8 B393B
Texas Documents Collection

Black Leaders: Texans for Their Times
by Alwyn Barr and Robert A. Calvert
920 B561
Main Collection

by Alwyn Barr
301.45196 B27 1996
Main Collection

Freedom Colonies: Independent Black Texans in the Time of Jim Crow
by Bernadette Pruitt
Z TA475.8 P952ot
Texas Documents Collection

In Search of the Blues: A Journey to the Soul of Black Texas
by John Mason Brewer
Z UA380.8 M668IN
Texas Documents Collection

From Slave to Statesman: The Legacy of Joshua Houston, Servant to Sam Houston
by Patricia Smith Prather & Jane Clements Monday
923.2764 H818P
Main Collection

Austin's Rosewood Neighborhood
by Jane H. Rivera, PhD and Gilberto C. Rivera.
976.431 R524au
Main Collection
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